Background
==========

In biology and medicine, experts are challenged daily with linking information from various highly specialized subfields. The individual subfields can be considered habitually different domains since experts usually master only one of them. However, many novel discoveries are achieved by gaining new insights and knowledge via fusing two or more diverse fields. In this work we propose a method that reveals key concepts which are the most informative and promising to pursue when bridging diverse domains. We evaluate the results against manually selected bridging concepts studied in papers \[[@B1]\] and \[[@B2]\].

Materials and methods
=====================

This work focuses on identifying bridging concepts (*bridging terms* or *b-terms*) in two datasets, each consisting of a pair of domains. The training dataset consists of titles of articles about migraine (first domain) and magnesium (second domain) with b-terms identified in \[[@B1]\]. In the testing dataset are abstracts about autism and calcineurin with b-terms presented in \[[@B2]\]. In these two pairs of domains (retrieved from PubMed) b-terms are known and verified by the expert to provide potential new discoveries in the field.

Our methodology of b-term detection is the following: 1. Employ text mining to pre-process the texts and encode them in the bag-of-words representation; 2. Calculate the heuristics which favour b-terms over other terms; 3. Sort terms by the best heuristic measure and present the top terms (hopefully representing b-terms) to the expert during interactive exploration of the two domains.

The search for the most promising heuristic is based on two phases: 1. Training -- we propose over 40 heuristics, from very simple term-frequency statistics to very elaborate combined measures. We evaluate their quality on the first dataset and select the best one, the so-called *b-potential measure* calculated as a multiplication of the term's tf-idf weights in the two centroids of the two domains. 2. Testing - we evaluate the b-potential measure on the second dataset to confirm its domain independence and quality of b-term identification.

Results and conclusion
======================

We experimentally confirmed that the method for identification of concepts bridging diverse biomedical domains using the proposed *b-potential* measure is the best heuristic for b-term detection and is able to retrieve b-terms approximately 7 times faster compared to a random approach (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently, the b-term identification from the papers \[[@B1]\] and \[[@B2]\] would be considerably simplified by using the b-potential sorted list of terms presented to the experts for a manual selection (as the top of such sorted list is 7 times more probable to contain a b-term in comparison to a random list).

![**ROC curves to evaluate different heuristics for ranking of b-terms on the migraine-magnesium training dataset.** A curve is constructed by drawing a vertical line when a term is indeed a b-term, and a horizontal line when a term is not a b-term. Therefore, the y-axis shows the number of b-terms and the x-axis shows the number of non-b-terms. The figure presents a selection of the best heuristics, where a comparison of the best, b-potential (leftmost solid line) with the random heuristics (rightmost dashed line) is indicative.](1471-2105-11-S5-P4-1){#F1}
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